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Drop the vibe (repeated)

Music, Music

(Chorus)

Aah-aah-ah
Take me higher, begging for more
Aah-aah-ah
Peace and joy, can't stop begging for more
Let the music just, take control, 'coz it
Rocks my body and it soothes my soul
To a place of happiness, peace and joy
And my feet start dancing, begging for more

Dance no more - ho

Drop the vibe, drop the vibe

Music, Music

Back for more, drop the vibe
I'm back for more, drop the vibe (x2)

I'm back for more to equal as a score
You really want a bass, so now me get raw
Beat the pain with the pills you swallow
Acid is death itself and it follows
You everywhere you go killing fast or slow
You gotta mike (here we go)
You everywhere you go killing fast or slow
You gotta mike (here we go)
State of mind 'coz I'm a bring the funk
'Coz I'm a bring the funk that'll blow ya mind
State of mind 'coz I'm a bring the funk
'Coz I'm a bring the funk that'll blow ya mind

Drop the vibe y'all, so now me get raw

(Chorus)

Music, drop the vibe
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Ain't no time to waste, we gotta motivate
Past anybody that stops to get gas
Forever and a day my destiny's set
No sweat I make it rougher than rough gets
Hold on tight and not get blown away
Pick up the pieces, 'coz we're known to say
Radical things to get a champions ring
Give it up punk don't make me swing
We planned ahead to get the butter and the bread
Dressed in black and I'm staying out the red
So when it comes to like taking charge
Give props the way they do it stop fronting on charge

Drop the vibe, drop the vibe, I'm back
Drop the vibe (here we go)

I'm back, drop the vibe, drop the vibe
Pick up the pieces, so now me get raw (x3)

Music, Music

(Chorus repeat to end)
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